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8KMiles Launches FuGen MISPTM to Extend Secure Cloud Framework and ID Federation Management

Platform includes more than 200 preconfigured SaaS applications to guarantee cloud
identity interoperability, realtime conformance and enable secure SSO
San Ramon, Calif.,  August 20, 2013 – 8KMiles, a leading global cloud computing
company, today announced that the company is now offering the FuGen Multi‐domain
Identity Services Platform (MISPTM) to help enterprises rapidly set up identity federations
with minimum friction and cost ownership, establish a delivery infrastructure for scaling,
automated partner testing and monitor deployments through real‐time compliance
certification.
The FuGen MISPTM supports more than 15 government profiles, process templates for
establishing large federation communities, and more than 200 pre‐configured and
validated SaaS applications including Salesforce, Office365, Dropbox, NetSuite, Concur,
Citrix, and many more. Customers can leverage these capabilities for rapid federation
deployments to keep in compliance with government policies and regulatory mandates.
Enterprises can also take advantage of onsite/offsite support for business partner
onboarding and pre‐qualification, policy review, SaaS partner certification, partner
interoperability testing and reporting services.
Based on industry standards, the FuGen MISPTM can work either on‐premise or from a
private/hybrid cloud to augment the abilities of existing Identity and Access Management,
Single Sign‐On (SSO) solutions and legacy services. It will allow enterprise customers to
establish Federated identity access with their partners and manage automated compliance
certification and monitoring. Users will find significantly reduced costs, fewer
interoperability and compliance issues, and less time needed to integrate and scale identity
federations.
“We’re looking forward to releasing these features across the 8KMiles platform as an end‐
to‐end certification and management solution all of our enterprise users,” said COO at
8KMiles Lena Kannappan. “This should drive more customer leads and new revenue
streams within their partner ecosystems for faster time to market. By providing industry
leading expertise and methodology, we also equip our users with significant cost savings
for cross domain SSO implementation through the MISPTM‐hosted interoperability virtual
test environments for disparate infrastructures and real‐time monitoring.”

“The new FuGen MISPTM will not only strengthen the deep expertise 8KMiles already holds
in secure virtual cloud solutions, but the new hub user interface already supports more
than 200 SaaS applications out of the box,” said Suresh Venkatachari, 8KMiles chairman
and CEO. “With so many companies looking to extend their SaaS capabilities, 8KMiles is
excited to offer automated and pre‐configured partner connections to help reduce
troubleshooting, costs and integration time for hundreds of SaaS partners. By incorporating
FuGen MISPTM into the 8KMiles Secure Cloud Framework, users can look forward to an
added layer of security for streamlining authentication and enabling secure SSO access
across multiple cloud‐based business systems.”
About 8KMiles
8KMiles is a global cloud computing company based in the U.S. The 8KMiles platform offers
cloud, identity, big data security services, and solutions to better serve the growing security
and compliance needs of enterprises and government agencies. As an Amazon Web
Services Premier Consulting Partner, 8KMiles has seasoned on‐demand professionals with
in‐depth AWS and Security expertise who can enhance customer applications to leverage
the elasticity of AWS and make applications even more secure on AWS than on‐premise
hosting.
For more information about 8KMiles please visit www.8kmiles.com
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